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CitraTest VU, the world’s first load testing solution developed specifically for
Terminal Server and Citrix hosted applications.
CitraTest VU is the only load testing solution for creating real user load activity for
Terminal Server and Citrix hosted applications.
Chelmsford, Massachusetts, January 8, 2003 – Tevron, LLC today announced version 3.1 of
CitraTest VU, a revolutionary and cost effective load testing solution designed specifically for
Terminal Server and Citrix enterprise users. Because CitraTest VU actually replicates real users,
you are assured of the overall application response times based on real user loads. Before your
application goes live, you now will be sure of the maximum number of users that can be realistically
supported through the use of CitraTest VU.
CitraTest VU replicates several hundred virtual human users on load generating
machines. Through intelligent script logic, CitraTest VU directly interacts with the target
application like a real user would by dynamically analyzing the video output for uniquely defined
images (i.e. menu items, buttons, icons, windows, etc.), issuing keyboard output, and
issuing mouse activity. Any activity a user can do can be automated and replicated.
“Because of the unmatched testing accuracy provided by CitraTest VU, for the first time,
the enterprise, ISVs and ASPs can effectively replicate real user loads before going live, allowing
them to perform to service level agreements with much greater confidence. Until now, there has
been no automated fashion of creating intelligent, real client-side user loads for the Terminal Server
and Citrix environment. This is truly an industry first and fills a major void within the server based
computing community”, explains Richard Byrne, CTO of Tevron, LLC.
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To learn how CitraTest VU can improve the testing of your Terminal Server or Citrix
hosted applications, call 1.978.441.9844 or visit www.tevron.com.

ABOUT TEVRON, LLC
Tevron, LLC is a pioneer in a new class of automated software testing solutions. Utilizing
Tevron’s proprietary Image Verification as a platform for its automated solutions, Tevron’s mission
is to provide automation solutions compatible with all operating systems, development
environments and multiple hardware platforms. Tevron offers test automation solutions in both
standalone software versions and totally non-invasive external appliance aided versions, as well as
offering expert implementation and testing services.
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